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Prayer Concerns 
June 26, 2024 

New     Updates in bold type 
No current update     PRAISE 

Home Bound 

Assisted Living & Nursing Home 

Jackie Harrelson Chapman’s Room 408    256-397-1889    3701 Dadeville Road Alex City 35010 

Katie Porter  Dadeville HealthCare  

Louise Thomas Veranda Rm. 5     

Sue Wheat Veranda dementia        June Clark 

Our Church & Staff 

Bro Ben & Sonya Hayes Pray for strength and stamina to do God’s will 

Austin & Katelin Glass  

Charlie & Michele 
Kuykendall 

Michele was offered the job   

Hunter & Christina Baker  

Jason & Lauren Rawls Interim Children’s ministry 

Leadership Team  

Vision 2026 New building fund: $657,804.90 Pray for the committee 

Search Committee  Pray for the Lord’s guidance. Members: John Wilcox- chair, Jessica Arthur, 
Belinda Daugherty, Jeff Gulledge, Brittany McCullough, Clint McKelvey; Alt. 
Christina Baker, Terri McCutcheon, Emily Patterson        Need Resumes 

Pray for all men and fathers. Pray that they will have eternal perspectives and glorify God  
in all they do. Pray that they will seek God’s plans for their lives and the lives of their families. 

 Pray that they will surround themselves with Godly men who will keep them accountable  
and encourage them in their daily walks. 

                   

              

Members Needs 

Ann Atkins Fell & fractured wrist, has a hard brace, follow up Friday 

Please continue to pray for 
your “ones” and ALL the 

lost & unchurched 
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Joani Busko Not a detached retina but Myopic Macular Degeneration, got first injection in 
eye, vision is still better,  next injection July 5th  

 Ann Clark   Cornea leaking again, doing 5 more shots, one each month March - July ; shots 
are not working, full evaluation today to decide next step 

Bob Daniel multiple myeloma; infusions & meds weekly, PT @ RMC Thursdays;  Cheryl 
having a lot of back pain but managing she said;  they are struggling 

Betty K Dyson Had heart ablation, precursor to AFIB, put on BP meds & blood thinner 

Glen & Connie Elmore cancer has spread to lymph nodes and  hip; MDA July 7-9 

Bill & Debra Francis Really down in back & hips, therapy 3 times a week, had to go to cardiologist 
Tuesday afternoon, BP very high, EKG was good, increased nitroglycerin, on 
tabs as well, will test for more blockages soon, not a candidate for surgery due 
to health & age; Debra’s arthritis in knees is so bad shots or meds won’t help,  
knee replacement Tuesday on left knee went well, pretty good night, 
walked this morning, hoping to go home this afternoon, right knee soon, 
also totally deteriorated just not bothering her like left 

Eleanor Gilbert Fell down steps and broke left wrist, left ankle and foot; slowly getting back to 
normal; got lighter brace at last follow up, 3 more weeks 6/17 & she’ll be free! 

Tami Gonzalez Fracture & torn ligament in her foot, much better 

Christy Harrison No Cirrhosis, No cancer, praying for Leishmaniasis to be gone too; adjusted 
meds for swelling with  Leishmaniasis and it’s improving, BP doing good;  iron 
level really low, had 2 infusions, waiting a few weeks before doing labs again 

Robert & Gayle Hawkins Prayers for health; Robert finally got his prescription glasses, great report 
at neurologists today, Robert is better, BP is down & weight down, see 
again in 6 months Gayle went to ENT; severe sinus infection; culture results  
showed need for PICC line for specialized meds, also on 2 strong oral 
antibiotics for 42 days, home health comes to change dressing & do blood 
work every Thursday,  doing better, feeling really tired, nausea better with 
nausea meds, half way done this week 

Ginger Head 
 

reverse shoulder replacement, doctor said x-ray looked great at follow up, 
rehab going good; great report at MDA last week  

Bill & Jan Holland Jan diagnosed with frontal lobe dementia; still having issues from CDIF; 
mobility issues; Jan had shoulder scoped, still some pain; exercises helping   

Gayle Huff Health issues, getting better 

Brenda Hughes Lost sight in right eye due to stroke; procedure on the 4th to run camera down 
esophagus to check on watchman procedure went well, it has healed as 
expected but she did have AFIB & her BP was very high, had more fluid on her 
heart, follow up first of the month to decide next step   

Nancy Iacobella Hip replacement July 22nd EAMC 

Mike Jones Nuclear stress test last Thursday, no results yet, possible-ablation in near 
future, gout is much better, meds worked; have had 2 tragic deaths of 
friends recently, pray for peace; ECHO July 16th  

Julie Kline Lungs okay; looking at calcium buildup in arteries, did another CT scan  

Debra Knight Torn meniscus, arthritis & a few bone spurs, can’t see doctor until July 
15th and has to stay it as much as she can until then 

Frances Long Her daughter, Ellen is in the hospital with kidney & liver problems 

Cindy McGill 
 

Breast needle biopsy positive, surgery went well, a year of chemo will be 
finished in November; finished radiation  
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Jimmy & Brucile Peoples severe pain from hip to below knee; shot & prednisone did not work, Ortho 
doc (Gomez Columbus) looked at MRI, back is a mess with numerous 
problems, got epidural yesterday but won’t know if it worked for 36 
hours, not hurting as much this morning; Brucile fell & fractured patella 
(kneecap),  in an immobilizing brace 

Yvonne Petty Having issues with veins in legs, CT Scan of pelvis showed no blood clots in 
legs, recommended wearing support hose 

Billie Nell Sanford prayers also for Harriet & Scoon as her caretakers  

Bill & Marie  Tidwell Home recovering from open heart surgery Friday 7th , getting stronger every 
day; Marie has capsulitis; PRAISE her pain is finally gone 

Sharon Traylor AFIB; Procedure (cardio version of Ablation -  shock ) EAMC; heart back in 
rhythm, good report at follow up, heart still in normal rhythm, had ECHO 24th 
to make sure there is no leakage, won’t get results until appt. in 
November unless they find something 

Ellen Wright   back surgery last Thursday went well,  had a herniated disc that was grinding 
on a nerve, recovery going well, pain is much better, follow up today  

Elizabeth Yarbrough bitten by cottonmouth moccasin; good report at follow-up, can drive & needs 
to walk on it as much as she can,  once dead tissue starts to “rot” off  she will 
be on oral antibiotic,  still swollen but making progress, just a long way to go 

   Special Requests 

Geni Abernathy Not doing well, still doing treatments for Lyme disease, side effects are rough; 
had week of acupuncture & ozone treatments end of May, helped some with 
side effects of treatments & immune system, will need more treatments 
Christy Harrison’s daughter 

Bailey Adair Dyson’s Granddaughter surgery for torn Achilles tendon in November, 4 
weeks later tore again & had 2nd surgery, no rehab because incision won’t 
heal, surgery May 7th to clean it up & get down to fresh tissue, put in 3 layers 
of stitches, got stitches out & was able to start passive PT, slowly getting 
some movement back  

Matthew Alford 2 strokes which paralyzed stomach, being nourished by TPN through PICC 
line, Cleveland Clinic doctors gave him 2 options one being a very complicated 
surgery which he did not recommend, or a nasal feeding tube which he could 
not tolerate last time but they have a new procedure the doctor wants to try, 
sending home for a month to continue meds & rehab to build up strength 
before procedure  Daugherty’s friend 

Greer Bailey 3-year-old diagnosed with leukemia still in remission but a long way to go  
Granddaughter of Brock & Amy Hill (Ann Atkins) 

Mike Bush (Cindy) June McClendon’s SIL hernia surgery revealed cancer in stomach, not doing 
good 

Baby Callan  Brucile’s niece’s baby home but needs round the clock care  

Carol Carter Carolyn Alexander’s DIL’s Mother brain tumor, being treated with meds, 
surgery June 27th  

Julia Coe 
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Friend of Christina, was missionary in Israel until had to come home for 
treatments; cancer has spread to liver, spine, jawbone, ribs, doubled in lymph 
nodes, back at mastectomy site, large tumor on neck & shoulder, rapidly 
declining, major difficulty breathing, moving, etc. Recommended she 
stop chemo, pray for guidance with tough decisions, pray Dan would 
have the words to say to his children. Cards or donations may be sent 
directly to them   100 Cumberland Avenue    Alexandria, TN 37012 

Rick Cole Cancer continues to spread, good report from his tests Kile’s friend 

Donnie Cooper Open heart surgery, 4 bypasses, much better, doing well in cardiac rehab, 
about to start nutrition classes, his wife Ceilann asks we pray specifically they 
can learn how to eat healthier           Jimmy Peoples 
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Creath Davis In hospital with pneumonia, transferred to Chapman’s Tuesday afternoon 
Haley, Holland & Nick’s Dad 

Junior Davis cancer in spine, good report from scan,  Holly’s uncle 
Geraldine Deaton Looking for a new church due to controversy in her current church   Ann C 
Shelby Deaton Ann C’s sister-in law cancer has spread to bones, cancer has not grown 
Robert Eason Crystal Gulledge’s Father esophageal cancer metastasized into gastric cancer;  

tumors decreased by 50% after initial round of chemo, doing another round, 
magnesium low last 2 treatments even though he takes a supplement, feels 
bad most of weekend after getting pump off on Friday  

Mildred East taking half strength of the hormone reducing meds, still talking about 
using a natural supplement instead 

Kris Eddins (Kelly) Stage 4 melanoma in lungs, esophagus & lymph nodes; still testing & MDA has 
been contacted; Kelly lost job due to being off with Kris; treatments in Mexico 
- trying a detox tonic & vitamins, PET scan  results showed the cancer had not 
grown, back to Mexico 16th for 5 infusions, been running a fever since they 
got home; oncologist today to decide next step, PRAISE – has not been able 
to see out of right eye for 10 years due to retina damage and can now see   
Betty Hamby’s SIL 

Shelia Fuller 2 shots a month for cancer treatment, partial remission Holly’s SIL 
Kristie Garduno Recovered from mastectomy, reconstruction & hysterectomy, then broke foot, 

not healing properly, back in  boot, scheduling CT scan of leg & foot  Sue 
Weldon’s daughter 

Kellie Gilliland 5 cm cyst on right ovary and a smaller one on the left; gynecologist said cyst 
has grown 2 centimeters & they are going to schedule surgery to remove 
Susan T.’s daughter 

Betty Goodman Mayor’s wife Alzheimer’s, good days & bad days  

Garner Graham (Patrick 
& Hollin) 

Still doing therapy & hyperbaric oxygen therapy treatments, showing 
improvement, eyes look great, still some issues with the part of brain healing  
that controls his sight; back on seizure meds doing good  Graham’s Grandson 

Terrell Haggerty Heart ablation Thursday June 27th  Carolyn Alexander 

Matthew Hood 17 yrs. old Car accident, 50% of body burned, amputated both legs; measured 
for prosthetics but needs to heal first, doing rehab pray for all the 
adjustments he has to make Jeff G 

Jessica Hudson Cosby’s daughter, still in remission & still has heart monitor, good report from 
Nephrologist, all labs good & doesn’t have to go back for 6 months  (Dec.) 

Ed Huey Cancer on back of tongue, finished chemo and radiation; cancer center 
released him to go back to work, working from home doing good, PET scan 
showed cancer in  lymph node is still there but smaller, waiting to hear from 
surgeon, waiting for results of CT scan, not doing well Huey’s  son 

Ronnie & Gail Jones Ronnie has brain cancer  deciding if treatments that will give him another 7 
months are worth it; not doing well     Marie Tidwell’s sister 

Amber Logan major gastro issues & other related issues, can’t eat solid foods & even liquids 
make her sick, inserted PICC line, on 24/7 feeds & blood thinners to prevent 
clots; pharmacist still doesn’t have some of her meds, pray they come in 
soon; PRAISE had gained 4 pounds at check up 

Pat Lynch Broken rib, still in pain but slowly improving 

Krista McGukin Health issues 

Laura Miller (Stephen) cancer has spread, stage 4 lung cancer, PET scan had mixed results, some 
tumors shrank, some enlarged, no longer doing chemo, started the clinical 
trial, very fatigued after treatment June 13th, had to have procedure to 
put in drain to collect fluid building between lungs & ribs, doctors say 
fluids will stop when/if drugs shrink tumors Jean M’s DIL 
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Jim Murray pacemaker last week, will have to replace aortic valve end of July or beginning 
of August, still waiting for decision on how to do procedure (carotid 
artery or groin) because he has an aortic aneurysm as well Whitney’s Dad 

Kay Nix in remission, taking chemo as a precaution Holly 
Thad Pate Lung cancer metastasized to back; started chemo 14th once a week, still can’t 

work, 2nd surgery on mouth to remove screws & metal  postponed  
Ronnie Peach Stage 4 cancer has spread everywhere, not doing well Debra Francis’ brother 
Maddy Petite Stage 4 lung cancer metastasized to brain, 28 years old, doctors decided to 

forgo her 4th round of chemo & send her to MDA (appt. July 8th) to 
discuss other treatment options Harrison after being born in March at 
28 weeks got to go home   Tracy Robbins (Facebook Jennifer Jo: her Mom) 

John Phillips Cancer, diabetic on 2 shots a day, not doing well, needs another surgery but 
blood count too low and not strong enough  Ann Clark 

Sharon Phillips  good report from kidney doctor, heart doc appt. coming up   Jim C’s sister 

Wesley Phillips denying God, prayers for salvation Ann C’s nephew 

Susan Price                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Cancer has spread to brain, going back to MDA for reevaluation & more 
treatments; good report from MD Anderson  Nita Kendell’s daughter 

Scott Railey (Dana) UAB, Needs liver transplant ASAP, ammonia at dangerous level, had surgery 
due to bleeding, lost a lot of blood, drained fluid from lungs, very sick but 
hanging on, still on the ventilator but they will try each morning to take 
it off, took sedation off but still sleeping, giving meds to keep BP up due 
to blood loss, watching kidneys too because they were damaged due to 
blood loss, CT of chest & abdomen was clear   Susan T’s niece’s husband 

Lillian Robbins Jim White’s sister nursing home 

David Robinson small tear in right eye, follow-up July 2nd  to see if there is still an issue 
with vision, if there is a decision will have to be made about what he 
wants to do 

Sharon Tidwell Family She passed away 

Warren Thomas 5-year-old leukemia, bone marrow biopsy results were good, doing good   
Jane Kile 

Chase & Kendall Turner Baby Catherine born early, still has feeding tube, weighs almost 3 pounds 
Kile’s friend 

William Ware Dorothy Holdridge’s brother Alzheimer’s 

Sue Weldon Cellulitis in leg is not healing, sleep apnea test August 15, will spend night at 
Russell   

Wade Weldon (Wanda) Heart attack last week, doctors said he must take his meds & take care of 
himself                               Julie 

Burl Whitlock (Jamie) Extensive injuries, at Jamie’s parent’s so she has help; good report @ follow 
up, can start walking and bending knee, started PT, follow up July 8  

Philip Wilkins  Cancer, numbers are improving             Dirk’s friend 

Cynthia Wombles Breast cancer, double mastectomy with reconstruction July 3 in LaGrange   
Donnie Teel’s friend’s wife          

Javeon Young ATV accident, fell on his legs, completely reconstructed knee, started therapy, 
long recovery ahead; walked for the first time Brownie 

Missionaries/Military and their Families 

Conway’s Missionaries in Kushan  Will & Matt Families Mary Belser  

Spates Family Nicaragua, transitioning back to states by August 

Brittany Yonzon Urban Nations Outreach NY 
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Sign-up slips for supper club are on the table in the hall  
& the table in the foyer. June 30, July 14th, and 21st  

Hosts still needed.   


